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Modelling Circadian Rhythms in Drosophila
and Investigation of VRI and PDP1 Feedback Loops
Using a New Mathematical Model
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Abstract. We present a brief review of molecular biological basis and mathematical modelling of circadian rhythms in Drosophila. We discuss pertinent aspects of a new model
that incorporates the transcriptional feedback loops revealed so far in the network of the
circadian clock (PER/TIM and VRI/PDP1 loops). Conventional Hill functions are not used
to describe the regulation of genes, instead the explicit reactions of binding and unbinding
processes of transcription factors to promoters are probabilistically modelled. The model
is described by a set of ordinary differential equations, and the parameters are estimated
from the in vitro experimental data of the clocks’ components. The model is robust over a
wide range of parameter variations. Through the sensitivity analysis of the model, roles of
VRI and PDP1 feedback loops are investigated, and it is proposed that they increase the
robustness of the clock.
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Introduction

Mathematical models in molecular biology enable us to understand functionalities of the
underlying metabolic, genetic and signal transduction networks, particularly by validating
the models with experimental data, and when discrepancies are found in the comparisons,
by reformulating the models to capture the missing biological knowledge that may have
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contributed to the discrepancies. This is an iterative process which will allow us to expand our
knowledge of the underlying networks systematically [6]. Careful and realistic interpretation
of the results of the computational experiments of mathematical models can suggest novel
wet lab experiments for testing the hypotheses on which the models are based [56] and
may aid in the study and analysis of systemic properties that are not accessible through in
vitro experiments[40]. In addition, mathematical modelling can also be used for designing
desirable products based on existing biological networks [2].
Many physiological processes in living beings follow a daily periodicity. All eukaryotes and
some prokaryotes are capable of maintaining sustained oscillations in terms of gene activity,
metabolism, physiology and behaviour with a period close to 24 h ([38], [37],[53],[36]). These
oscillations are known as circadian rhythms.
Circadian systems in most organisms have input pathways that transmit molecular signals from external stimuli such as light and temperature to the internal clock; these signals
synchronise the internal biological clock with the environment; the output pathways carry
information from the internal clock to the relevant metabolic and genetic networks. These
networks drive the daily biochemical and physiological changes in the cell. Examples of behaviours controlled by the clock are sleep-wake cycles, photosynthesis, and hormonal control
[43]. The internal clock comprises a number of clock molecules which autonomously produce
their oscillations, with or without external stimuli. This description of circadian systems is
oversimplified: there are numerous overlaps where the different components and pathways
can utilise the same molecules for different roles.
In recent decades, many components and molecular mechanisms comprising circadian
systems have been unravelled, mainly due to the advances in molecular biology experimental
techniques such as forward mutagenesis screens. Specifically, mutations in each of the genes
responsible for time keeping produce circadian rhythm abnormalities, ranging from alterations in the circadian period to complete arrhythmicity. Such experimentation and analysis
have produced a wealth of information and insight [10] and the internal clocks among the
different organisms share a common theme [53]. At the core of all the circadian clocks there is
a network of positive and negative elements. The positive elements (i.e. activators) activate
the transcription of the negative elements, whereas the negative elements (i.e. repressors)
block their own transcription by eliminating the positive elements. The genes and proteins
of the activators and the repressors form transcriptional regulatory networks in the circadian
clocks with feedback loops.
Drosophila (fruit fly) is one of the most extensively researched organism because of its
status as a central model in eukaryote biology. Drosophila research has contributed most to
the timing mechanism studies of the central circadian clock due to relative ease of genetic
manipulation and the property of being suited to large-scale mutant screening [53].
The objectives of this paper are: (1) to present a very brief review of pertinent molecular
biological knowledge related to circadian models and relevant mathematical models; (2) to
introduce some relevant aspects of a new mathematical model which captures the behaviours
of recently discovered VRI and PDP1 transcriptional factors and promoter binding sites;
and, (3) to investigate the possible functionalities of VRI and PDP1 feedback loops using
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sensitivity analysis of the model. As this is not a comprehensive treatment of the subject
and the readers are encouraged to consult the references at the end of the paper.

2

Molecular basis of the Drosophila circadian clock

In this section, we briefly review the components of the Drosophila circadian system to facilitate the explanation of the modelling research. Hardin (e.g. [18]) has written excellent
reviews of this subject, and readers are referred to them for further elucidations. (Notation:
names of genes are in lower case italics; mRNA of gene, x, is identified as x mRNA, and
proteins are in upper case.) The period (per ) was the first gene identified as a clock component in Drosophila by the isolation of its mutants [24]. Three types of circadian rhythms
were found based upon the period of rhythmicity under free running conditions in constant
darkness: arrhythmicity in the per null allele (per 0 ), a shortened daily rhythm in the “short”
period allele (per s ) and an elongated rhythm in the ‘long’ period allele (per l ) [24]. PER protein shares a domain with a family of proteins including ARNT (Arhl hydrocarbon receptor
nuclear translocator) and SIM (Single Minded Protein) ([7], [21]). This region is named the
PAS domain (PER ARNT SIM) and is involved in protein-protein interactions [22]. PER
forms heterodimers with TIM, the protein product of the second clock gene identified in
Drosophila, timeless (tim) ([12],[35]). tim is vital for rhythmic behaviour [44]: a null mutation of tim results arrhythmicity. Although the early genetic evidence suggested that the per
and tim genes play crucial roles in the circadian cycling machinery, no insight had been given
into how these genes participated in the clock mechanism until their discovery by Hardin et
al.[19]. They showed that PER was feedback to regulate its own mRNA levels by observing
that the mutants in per, affected the quantity and quality of per mRNA cycling. Moreover,
the experiments showed that the molecular levels of per mRNA fell when PER levels rose,
and per mRNA levels rose when PER levels fell [19]. These findings suggested that PER
directly or indirectly repressed its own gene expression and the oscillating PER and TIM
levels resulted from the oscillating levels of per and tim mRNAs [45].
However, the mechanism of feedback regulation of per and tim transcription remained
poorly understood because neither PER nor TIM was found to have a DNA-binding domain.
The breakthrough came with promoter dissection studies which identified a ∼ 70-basepair
(bp) enhancer sequence, found ∼ 500 bp upstream of the per transcription initiation site,
as a circadian regulatory sequence. This fragment, which contains a consensus E-box element (CACGTG), was required for transcriptional activation [17]. Similarly, a consensus
CACGTG E-box was found in the tim upstream sequence that was also necessary for tim
transcription [32]. Subsequently, the mechanisms underlying PER and TIM transcription
feedbacks became clear when genetic screening for mutations identified that two genes, clock
(clk ) and cycle (cyc), played critical roles in circadian rhythmicity. In flies with clk and cyc
mutations, per and tim expression is arrhythmic and low, suggesting that clk and cyc act as
positive regulators for per and tim transcription [1]. Since E-box elements are known targets
for basic helix-loop-helix domain (bHLH) transcriptional factors (TFs), and the products of
clk and cyc expression, CLK and CYC, are bHLH-PAS TFs, these suggest a model for a
3
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transcription feedback loop: CLK and CYC activate per and tim transcription by binding
to E-box elements within their promoters, and PER and TIM inhibit their transcription by
binding to CLK and CYC through their PAS domains [9].
The biology discussed above explains the generation of PER and TIM oscillation, but
it does not explain the oscillation of clk mRNA and CLK proteins. In Drosophila, clk
mRNA levels peak just after dawn, roughly in anti-phase with per and tim mRNA levels [9].
Moreover, clk mRNA levels are constitutively low in per 01 and tim 01 mutants which produce
non-functional PER and TIM, suggesting that PER and TIM are required for activating
clk expression [3]. However, clk mRNA levels are surprisingly high in mutant clk Jrk which
produces non-functional CLK, suggesting that CLK represses its own expression [13]. Since
CLK is known to be a transcription activator and there are no consensus E-boxes in or around
the clk promoter, it is unlikely that CLK directly represses its transcription. In addition,
the high levels of clk mRNA in the per 01 ; clk Jrk double mutant indicate that a separate
clk activator is present [13]. All these findings prompted the discovery of a CLK repressor
VRILLE (VRI), which is a rhythmically expressed PAS domain transcription factor and is
activated by CLK/CYC. It was found that a consensus “VRI box” is in the clk promoter and
VRI over-expression represses clk mRNA levels, suggesting that VRI directly represses clk
expression [14]. Subsequently, a second PAR domain factor was identified by its homology
with VRI, the PAR Domain Protein 1 (PDP1) [8]. Like the per and tim genes, E-boxes were
also found in the promoters of vri and pdp1 genes and CLK/CYC dimers had been shown to
activate vri and pdp1 expression in vitro in an E-box-dependent manner ([8], [14]). Both VRI
and PDP1 belong to basic zipper TFs with highly conserved basic DNA binding domains,
suggesting that they bind to the same set of target genes. Indeed, in vitro experiments
showed that PDP1 can bind to the VRI box consensus sequence (henceforth referred to as a
V/P box), and compete with VRI to regulate the clk mRNA [8].
In summary, six genes have been identified as necessary for the circadian clock functions
in Drosophila. These genes can be divided into two categories according to the molecular
nature of their protein products. These proteins include (1) transcriptional activators: CLK,
CYC and PDP1; and (2) transcriptional repressors: PER, TIM and VRI. These components
appear to be organised into a transcriptional regulatory network where the protein products
of one or more clock genes indirectly regulate expression of their own genes.

3

A summary of Transcriptional feedback loops

The Drosophila circadian clock is composed of two interlocked feedback loops in gene expression ([13], [8], [18]). The first loop, named the PER/TIM loop, starts with activation
of the per and tim expression from mid day. Activation of the per and tim transcription
is mediated by two TFs, CLK and CYC. CLK and CYC form dimers that target E-boxes
in the per and tim promoters [1]. After initial activation of the per and tim expression,
there is a 4 h – 6 h delay between the peak concentrations of per and tim mRNAs and
that of PER and TIM proteins ( [58], [57]). As a result, CLK/CYC can continue to activate
transcription of the per and tim genes, while PER and TIM proteins accumulate in the cyto4
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plasm. PER and TIM also form PER/TIM dimers while accumulating. In the middle of the
night PER/TIM dimers are transported into the nucleus. After entering the nucleus, they
can bind to CLK/CYC dimers effectively inhibiting CLK/CYC binding ability to E-boxes
without disrupting the dimeric structure of CLK/CYC [25]. This inhibition lasts until PER
and TIM proteins are degraded. Then the expressions of per and tim are reactivated by
CLK/CYC dimers in the following mid day.
The second loop, named the VRI/PDP1 loop, consists of a VRI-mediated negative feedback loop and a PDP1- mediated positive feedback loop. This loop starts with activation
of vri and pdp1 transcription by CLK/CYC during the late day and early night. VRI accumulates first in phase with its mRNA then PDP1 accumulates during the mid to late
evening. VRI binds the V/P box in the clk regulatory elements to inhibit the clk transcription and PDP1 can compete with VRI for binding to the V/P box and activate the clk
transcription [8]. The effects from the initial VRI-dependent repression in the early night
and the subsequent PDP1-dependent activation in the middle to late night determine the
rhythmic expression of clk. However, the newly produced CLK at the end of night and
early morning is inactive temporarily due to high levels of PER/TIM dimers induced by the
previously produced CLK. Once PER/TIM dimers are degraded, CLK/CYC reactivates the
gene expression of per, tim, vri and pdp1 and starts a new cycle.

Figure 1: Interactions in the two loop model of Cyran et al. [8].
In addition to regulation at the transcriptional level, many clock components in Drosophila
are also regulated post-transcriptionally and post-translationally. For example, Doubletime
(DBT) destabilises PER. Casein Kinase 2 (CK2) destabilises PER and also affects its nuclear localisation. Shaggy (SGG) phosphorylates TIM to promote nuclear localisation of
5
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PER/TIM dimers. Slimb (SLMB) targets phosphorylated PER for degradation [18]. These
processes might provide time delays between mRNAs and proteins. For example, a 4 h – 6 h
delay between accumulation of per mRNA in the cytoplasm and PER in the nucleus results
from the initial destabilisation of PER by DBT dependent phosphorylation, and possibly
also CK2 dependent phosphorylation, followed by the stabilisation of PER by dimerisation
with TIM before nuclear entry [39].

4

Mathematical Models of the circadian clock in
Drosophila

A range of mathematical models for the circadian clocks in different organisms have been
proposed in the literature, including Arabidopsis thaliana, Neurospora, Drosophila and mammals ([15], [47], [26], [30]). The common character of these models is that they contain at
least one negative feedback loop and have a capability to produce sustained oscillations for at
least one protein in such a loop in the appropriate parameter regimes [16]. The first circadian
clock model of Drosophila was proposed by Goldbeter [15] which is based on the negative
feedback exerted by PER on the transcription of the per gene. This simple model containing
five variables described the multiple phosphorylation of PER. Numerical simulations showed
that a single negative feedback of PER alone can produce limit-cycle oscillations for appropriate parameter values. However, the early model did not account for the effect of light
on the circadian system because the light receptor TIM was not taken into account in the
model. Leloup et al. presented an extended model based on the auto-regulatory negative
feedback exerted by a complex between PER and TIM proteins on the expression of per and
tim genes ([27], [28]). The model produced essentially the same results as the first model; in
addition, it explicitly incorporated the effect of light on the TIM degradation rate. A closely
related model incorporating the formation of a PER-TIM complex has been proposed for
Drosophila circadian rhythms [51]. The difference from the model proposed by Leloup et
al. [27] is that the model [51] contains an additional positive feedback loop based on stabilisation of PER upon dimerisation. The model proposed by Tyson et al. [51] accounted
for several properties of circadian rhythms, including temperature compensation and the
per L mutant. With the discovery of an additional regulatory loop related to the clk gene
and CLK [13], more detailed mathematical models involving two interlocked per -tim and clk
loops were created and examined ([47], [52]). The simulations showed that the model can
produce sustained oscillations of clk mRNA and CLK which were not explained in previous
models, and the analysis revealed that the interlocked feedback model provided a possible
explanation for the robust oscillation of Drosophila circadian rhythms.
More recently, while two additional proteins, VRI and PDP1, were identified to be involved into the regulation of clk gene, two new models that reproduced CLK expression
regulation by VRI and PDP1 were proposed ([49], [41]). The model proposed by Smolen
et al. [49] contained feedback loops based on transcriptional regulation of per, clk, pdp1,
and vri, in particular, pdp1 expression was modelled with time delay. The role of PER was
6
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described in detail in the model in which PER protein underwent a two-step phosphorylation
in the cytoplasm and nucleus. Simulations suggested that vri and pdp1 feedback loops were
not essential for oscillations, however, the negative feedback loop in which PER represses per
expression was critical for producing oscillations. In addition, the model simulated a range
of behaviour of the circadian clock in Drosophila, including null mutations of per, vri, pdp1
and clk, photic phase-response curves resembling experimental curves, and the entrainment
to light-dark cycles. The incompleteness of Smolen’s model is that the regulation of TIM
was not included.
The core of the model proposed by Ruoff et al. [41] is that CLK is subjected to positive and negative regulations by PDP1 and VRI, whose transcriptions are activated by
CLK . The model did not differentiate the per and tim gene expressions, instead, treating
PER/TIM complex as a whole whose expression is activated by CLK. The results of simulations suggested that the positive feedback loop and negative feedback loop of pdp1 and
vri were essential for the overall oscillations. The PER/TIM complex only played a role in
amplification and stabilisation of the oscillations. This conclusion contradicts the one drawn
by Smolen in which the PER feedback loop was found to be vital to produce oscillations
for the circadian clock system. The other contribution of this model is the calculation of
the phase resetting of temperature compensation and losses of temperature compensation in
per S and per L mutants. However, the model showed poor entrainment under light/darkness
cycles.
The mathematical models discussed above produce oscillations of some mRNAs or proteins in the clock system although they are based on incomplete conceptual models of the
regulatory networks of the circadian clock in Drosophila. For example, these models have
not incorporated (1) the six experimentally found TFs (PER, TIM, CLK, CYC, VRI and
PDP1) and their roles, (2) functionalities of E-boxes of tim, per, vri and pdp1 genes and
V/P box in clk gene in transcriptional and translational stages of gene expression, and (3)
interlocked nature of the PER/TIM and VRI/PDP1 feedback loops. We have developed a
new model which includes these missing aspects of biological reality extending the previous
work [55], and explains some of the experimental observations in meaningful manner.

5

A new model

We summarise the pertinent aspects of our model in this section and for details refer to
[55]; the mathematical model follows the conceptual model shown in Figure 2 . The core
structure of the model is similar to the model proposed by Cyran et al. [8], as schematised
in Figure 1. The development of the mathematical model was also relied upon a number
of assumptions that were used to simplify the model development, and the assumptions in
brief are given in the appendix (for details see [55]). We have reproduced the equations in
the appendix along with the estimated parameters and initial conditions.
In our model, we modelled the binding probabilities of TFs to E-boxes, and incorporated
them in the reaction dynamics. There are a number of E-boxes in the promoter region
of per, tim, vri and pdp1 genes. Here we make an important assumption that CLK/CYC
7
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Figure 2: The schematic diagram of the model proposed by Xie and Kulasiri [55]. The model
shows the regulatory relationships among genes, mRNAs and proteins in the negative and
positive transcriptional feedback loops. Transcription of per, tim, vri and pdp1 genes are
activated by CLK/CYC dimers binding to E-boxes in their promoter regions. In one loop,
per and tim mRNAs are translated to PER and TIM proteins which form PER/TIM dimers.
PER/TIM binds to CLK/CYC to form PER/TIM/CLK/CYC complex. In another loop,
vri and pdp1 mRNAs are translated to VRI and PDP1 proteins. They compete to bind the
V/P box in the promoter in clk gene. Transcription of clk gene is repressed by VRI and
activated by PDP1. clk mRNA is translated to CLK which forms CLK/CYC dimers with
CYC. Proteins, mRNAs, dimers and complexes are degraded at certain kinetic rates. CYC is
assumed to be constant, therefore, there is no degradation process for CYC. Variable names
used in the model are indicated in parentheses. The number of the E-boxes and the V/P
box in the promoters is also shown here.

8
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dimers independently bind to an individual E-box in a promoter. In the functional analysis
of E-boxes in the mouse mPer1 promoter, the levels of mPer1 transcriptional expression
activated by CLK/BMAL1 were roughly proportional to the number of conserved E-boxes
[20]. The result suggests that there is no or negligible cooperative interaction in the E-box
binding activities of CLK/BMAL1. Since no information is available about cooperativity in
the E-box binding activities by CLK/CYC in Drosophila, we treat it as the case in mPer1
promoter. For the same reason, we also assume that if CLK/CYC is bound to just one
E-box for a given gene, the transcription of that gene is activated and the effect of binding
additional E-boxes on transcription activation is additive [20].
Suppose there are n E-boxes in a promoter where CLK/CYC dimers can bind. Since
CLK/CYC dimers bind to individual E-boxes independently, we can consider each E-box
separately. The binding and unbinding processes of CLK/CYC to an E-box can be formulated as
bbt

B + T  BT,
ubbt

(5.1)

where B is an available binding site, i.e., an unbound E-box; T is the TF, CLK/CYC; and BT
denotes CLK/CYC bound to the E-box; bbt is the rate of CLK/CYC binding to the E-box
and ubbt is the rate of CLK/CYC releasing from the E-box. Using mass-action kinetics,
d[BT ]/dt = [B] [T ] bbt − [BT ] ubbt ,

(5.2)

where [B] is the concentration of unbound binding sites, [T] is the concentration of the TFs
and [BT] is the concentration of bound binding sites. Suppose the volume of the cell is V.
The number of B and BT in the cell are [B] V and [BT] V. If the total number of B and BT
is n then,
d[BT ]/dt = ((n/V ) − [BT ]) [T ] bbt − [BT ] ubbt .

(5.3)

Let Prbt be the ratio of the number of bound binding sites over the total number of
binding sites. [BT] = total number of binding sites/V ×Prbt . Since the total number of
binding sites is n, Eq. (5.3) becomes
d((n/V ) Prbt )/dt = ((n/V ) − (n/V ) Prbt ) [T ] bbt − (n/V ) Prbt ubbt ,

(5.4)

which simplifies to
dPrbt /dt = (1 − Prbt ) [T ] bbt − Prbt ubbt .

(5.5)

Now we can calculate probabilities for CLK/CYC binding to the whole promoter in a gene.
Assuming that CLK/CYC can bind independently to any of n binding sites (E-boxes) and
if one or more E-boxes are bound, transcription of that gene is activated at a rate tcav
otherwise at a deactivated rate tcdvpmt . The probability of none of the E-boxes being bound
is (1 − Prbt )n . The rate of transcription would then be
9
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tcav (1 − (1 − Prbt )n ) + tcdvpmt (1 − Prbt )n .

6

(5.6)

Modelling competition of PDP1 activation and VRI
repression

Here we consider the clk expression activated by PDP1 and repressed by VRI. We first calculate probabilities of VRI and PDP1 binding to the V/P box in the clk promoter. Assuming
there is only one binding site B, i.e. the V/P box, in the clk promoter and an activator
PDP1, denoted by A, and a repressor VRI, denoted by R, competing to bind that site. We
write the reactions as below,
bba

B + A  BA,
ubba

and

bbr

B + R  BR,
ubbr

(6.7)

(6.8)

where bba is the rate of PDP1 binding to the V/P box, and ubba is the rate of PDP1 releasing
from the V/P box; bbr is the rate of VRI binding to the V/P box, and ubbr is the rate of VRI
releasing from the V/P box. We can obtain Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) by using the mass action
rate law:
d[BA]/dt = [B] [A] bba − [BA] ubba ,
(6.9)
and
d[BR]/dt = [B] [R] bbr − [BR] ubbr .

(6.10)

The number of B, BA and BR in the cell are [B] V , [BA] V and [BR] V. As the total
number of B, BA and BR is one, we eliminate [B] from the above two equations and obtain,
d[BA]/dt = (1/V − [BA] − [BR]) [A] bba − [BA] ubba ,

(6.11)

d[BR]/dt = (1/V − [BR] − [BA]) [R] bbr − [BR] ubbr .

(6.12)

and
Let Prba and Prbr be the probabilities of A bound to B and R bound to B. We can write
Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) in the form of probabilities,
dPrba /dt = (1 − Prba − Prbr ) [A] bba − Prba ubba ,

(6.13)

dPrbr /dt = (1 − Prba − Prbr ) [R] bbr − Prbr ubbr .

(6.14)

and
Assuming that if a PDP1 is bound to the V/P box, transcription of clk genes occurs at
a rate of tcpc ; if a VRI is bound to the V/P box, transcription rate is tcvc and if neither
10
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PDP1 nor VRI binds the V/P box, transcription occurs at a deactivated rate tcdvpmt . The
transcription rate of clk gene would then be
tcpc Prba + tcvc Prbr + tcdvpmt (1 − Prba − Prbr ).

7

(6.15)

In Silico experiments

A range of in silico experiments were conducted using the model developed in [55] including
the tests of the circadian rhythms under the condition of constant darkness, the robustness
of the system, and the response of the system to light and to a number of mutants. All of
the in silico experimental data were thoroughly and rigorously compared with the in vitro
experimental data. (For details see [55].) Using a set of parameters, the model produced
autonomous sustained oscillations under conditions corresponding to constant darkness [55].
The simulated results showed correct phases for all the components in the system, correct phase and anti-phase relationships of mRNAs and proteins, as well as appropriate lags
between mRNAs and proteins. The model also accounted for the disappearance of the oscillations in the condition of constant light.
Robustness is an important characteristic of the circadian clock, which should produce
close to 24 hours periodic oscillations regardless of modest variations in parameters under
certain conditions. We measured variations of period by increasing and decreasing each
parameter in turn by 20%. The oscillatory patterns remained in all the cases with the
largest period of variation being around 0.8 hours for 20% parameter perturbations [55].
Parameter sensitivity analysis suggested that some of the most sensitive parameters were
binding rate of PDP1 to clk promoter, and binding rates of CLK/CYC to pdp1 and per
promoters. These are all positive elements (transcriptional activators) in the network.
It is also essential that the circadian clock should have the ability to reset phases in
response to Zeitgeber (time giver), where light is the most important. It has been experimentally shown that light enhances degradation of TIM [57], and as TIM stabilizes PER in
the cytoplasm, the indirect effect of light is to regulate the localisation of PER and in turn,
to decrease the PER levels in the nucleus. Therefore, we simulated the effect of light by
increasing the degradation rates of TIM and PER. Simulations have shown the entrainment
of the system by light dark cycles and the induction of phase shifts by light pulses. In the
entrainment by light dark cycles, the phase relationship in mRNAs and proteins were well
maintained with a period of 24 hours and the phase of oscillations was delayed depending
on the particular degradation rates we chose. We also constructed a phase-response curve
(PRC) to represent the phase shifts induced by temporal promotion of TIM and PER degradation. When normalising the simulated PRC by advancing it for 5 hours, the agreement
between the normalised and experimental PRCs appeared very good. Both data showed a
dead zone in the middle of a day, a phase delay during early night, and a phase advance
during late night. The time lag between the simulated and the experimental data suggested
that some unpresented mechanisms in the model, such as phosphorylation and nuclear entry
of TIM and PER, are important to providing a time delay in response to light.
11
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We also carried out a number of tests for simulating mutations. Mathematical mutants
were simulated by setting an appropriate parameter value according to the functionality of
mutants. The simulated short and long mutants, per S and per L , resembled their phenotypes
where 19 h and 29 h of period were found, respectively. In arrhythmic mutants, oscillations
of all the mRNAs and proteins were blocked in per 01 , tim 01 and clk Jrk , as shown in the
experiments. However, some mRNA levels significantly differed from the experimental data.
Particularly, simulated data have shown high levels of per and tim mRNA in per 01 and
tim 01 and low level of clk mRNA in clk Jrk , which were opposite to that in experiments. This
deficiency obviously came from the structure of the model. In the model we assumed that the
per, tim, vri, and pdp1 promoters were all strongly activated by CLK/CYC. The low levels
of per and tim mRNAs in per 01 and tim 01 can not be explained with this model because
the loss of PER/TIM directly resulted in a high level of CLK and, consequently, high levels
of per and tim mRNAs. Furthermore, although the assumption of strong binding ability of
VRI to CLK gave a reasonable low level of clk mRNA in per 01 and tim 01 , this assumption,
nevertheless, makes a low level of clk mRNA in clk Jrk , which was again different from the
experimental observations in which a high level of clk mRNA was found. The deficiency of
the model could indicate the possibility of an unknown part in the gene-protein network.

8

Possible function of VRI and PDP1 feedback loops

The mutant analysis revealed that the expression of per and tim is critical for maintaining
the oscillations of all the components in the circadian clock [55]. A question arising here
is the nature of functionality of the newly found VRI and PDP1 feedback loops. Previous
research on other organisms, such as Neurospora, suggested that the interlocked feedback
loops may contribute to the robustness of the circadian clock [5]. Do the VRI and PDP1
feedback loops play a role in increasing the robustness of the circadian clock in Drosophila?
To answer this question, we compared the robustness of the system, with and without the
two feedback loops, towards parameter changes. To get a quantitative perspective of the
robustness, sensitivity analysis of the model was performed.
We first removed the VRI negative feedback loop and/or the PDP1 feedback loop in
the model by fixing their expression. It was found that the rhythmicity of the mRNAs and
the proteins was preserved in all the cases. We plotted the time evolution of proteins when
VRI and PDP1 loops were removed one at a time in Figure 3 . For comparison, we also
plotted the protein concentrations when both VRI and PDP1 feedback loops were removed
simultaneously in Figure 3. When per and tim gene expressions are fixed the oscillations of
all proteins disappeared as one would expect from the model.

9

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is a general purpose technique that is often used to analyse how sensitive
a system is with respect to the change of a set of parameter values. Mathematical theories
12
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Figure 3: Time evolutions of proteins. The feedback loop was removed by making its corresponding gene expression constant.
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about sensitivity analysis can be found in [54]. In the dynamics of biological networks,
the state variables mostly correspond to molecule concentrations, and the parameter set
consists of biochemical constants related to the system dynamics and initial conditions. The
purposes of parameter sensitivity analysis in the biological networks are twofold: (1) to
validate information about insensitivities and critical system parameters and to provide a
basis for system identification, and (2) to observe intrinsic system properties like stability and
robustness of the system behaviour with respect to parameter fluctuations in a systematic
way [11].
For a model whose dynamics is described by a system of ODEs,
dx
= f (x, p, t), with x(t0 ) = x0 ,
(9.16)
dt
where x is the nS × 1 vector of state variables, t is the time where t ≥ t0 , and p is thenP × 1
vector containing the parameters of interest for the system. Suppose the solution of the
system is x = x(t, p). The parameter sensitivity with respect to the system’s states along
∂x(t,p )
a specific trajectory s(x; pj ) is defined by ∂pj j . This is also defined as the first-order
local sensitivity, or simply local sensitivity of the dependent variable, x, with respect to the
input parameter, pj. Although higher-order local sensitivities can be defined in a similar
fashion, we limit the treatment to first-order local sensitivities, since most applications are
based on linear sensitivity analysis [54]. Sometimes the local sensitivity is also called the
absolute sensitivity. It is noticeable that the local parameter sensitivities are valid only
in the neighbourhood of a specific parameter set. Thus, they provide information on the
resilience of a model with respect to a particular parameter. Another quantity related to local
sensitivity, commonly used in sensitivity analysis, is the normalised sensitivity, or relative
sensitivity, defined as
pj ∂x
∂ In x
pj
·
=
=
· s(x; pj ).
(9.17)
x ∂pj
∂ In pj
x
In most cases, the relative sensitivities are more meaningful and therefore we have used this
measure in our analysis.
In oscillating systems, the primary interest of parameter sensitivity is generally period
sensitivities which capture the change of period length upon changes in parameters. Suppose
τ (p) defines the period of the system for a given parameter p; the absolute period sensitiv∂τ (t,p )
ity to the parameter pj and the normalised periodic sensitivity are given by ∂pj j , and
S(x; pj ) =

pj ∂τ (t,pj )
,
τ (pj ) ∂pj

respectively.
These measures have been both used ([54], [50]) for analysing period sensitivity of oscillations in chemical and biochemical systems.
We have calculated the periodic sensitivity indices of the models without the VRI and/or
PDP1 feedback loops and compared those of the model with complete feedback loops by
computing the percent ratios of the respective indices. Five percent perturbation in parameters was used; smaller the S value, greater the robustness of the system to the perturbations
for a particular parameter.
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The simulation results are plotted in Figure 4, which shows five parameters whose sensitivity increases more than 10 times whereas the sensitivity of the other 39 parameters
only yielded small changes when removing the VRI or/and PDP1 feedback loops. (Table 2
provides the corresponding parameter for each index, and Table 1 explains the parameters.)
All five parameters were related to the clk gene, clk mRNA or CLK protein. In particular,
the sensitivities of the transcription and translation rates of CLK increased more than fifty
times when removing the VRI feedback loop. Because of the critical roles CLK plays in
regulating all the rhythmically expressed genes, and even some non-rhythmically expressed
genes, we propose that the VRI and PDP1 feedback loops decrease the sensitivity of CLK
to parameter variations and therefore increase the robustness of the circadian clock.

Figure 4: Parametric sensitivity results. The parameter indices are as indicated in Table 2
in the appendix.

10

Discussion

The main difference in terms of model representation between Smolen’s and the present
model is that different assumptions are used to capture the essence of various interactions.
Smolen’s model used the Hill function and Michaelis-Menten kinetics describing transcriptional activation and phosophorylation processes, and discrete time delay terms were included in the equations to describe the time lags between proteins. Our model took account
of binding and unbinding processes of TFs to promoters but ignored the nuclear entry of
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proteins and phosophorylation of PER. However, the simulated results of the two models
were very similar regarding oscillations in constant darkness, photic entrainment of oscillations, the PRC and null mutations of per and clk. Nevertheless, different predictions were
made by the two models. For example, E-box mutations were readily simulated in our model
whereas some short and long period mutants were observed in Smolen’s model. This shows
that different mathematical models might be able to create similar behaviours, and they are
mainly distinguished by the different predictions they suggest and how close they are to the
real biology [34]. As both models were simplified to some extent from the real network, we
expect that a more sophisticated model should be developed in future as more data emerge
from experiments.
The current model required the assumption that gene regulation is primarily accomplished through transcription regulation. Although the reconstructed model has a good
predictive performance for some phenotypes, there are still a large number of phenotypes to
be explained. A more complete model could include more detailed post-transcriptional and
post-translational regulations, such as phosphorylation of PER by DBT and CK2 [42] and
phosphorylation of TIM by SGG [31]. Also, inclusion of separate compartments is necessary
in an extended model.
The differential equations are assumed to follow the mass action rate law. This assumption has been used simply because it can simplify the equations greatly. However, it is
generally considered that for reactions of the model that are catalysed – which is always the
case in biochemical reactions – it is more justifiable to think of them as Michaelian. The most
striking problem with using the mass action law is that mass action kinetics is unbounded.
A comparative study of the current system described by the mass action rate law and by
Michaelis-Menten kinetics could direct the choice of the kinetic approach in future research.
Parameter estimation is a bottleneck in any model development of this nature. The initial
parameters are estimated by trial and error, still a common practice [23]. We have used
stochastic sampling to aid in our parameter estimation; however, no ‘optimal’ parameters
can be guaranteed. So we can only claim that our model equations and this particular
parameter set are sufficient to account for many properties of the system studied.
Nearly all the organisms which have developed circadian rhythms share a great similarity
in their circadian clocks. Among them, Drosophila is one of the most well- researched
species. A comparative study between the circadian clock in Drosophila and other species
could facilitate the understanding of the structures of the circadian clocks for the different
species. Indeed, there has already been a successful model developed in which gene gigantea
was found to be a candidate in a new feedback loop in the Arabidopsis circadian clock by
comparing it with the circadian clocks in Drosophila and mammals [30].
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Assumptions (for biological justification see [55])

1. The separation between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments is ignored in the
model; instead we assume that all the reactions take place over a whole cell.
2. Phosphorylation of proteins is not considered. Although we are aware that phosphorylation is important to provide the time delay between mRNAs and proteins, the
focus of the current model is on the transcriptional regulation, and phosphorylation of
proteins is not included at this stage for the sake of simplification.
3. Gene expression of per, tim, vri and pdp1 is activated by binding of CLK/CYC dimers
to E-boxes in their promoter regions. Five binding sites are assumed, including E-boxes
and E-box-like binding sites, in the tim and per promoter regions.
4. PER/TIM dimers are assumed not to bind to CLK/CYC dimers if the latter are bound
to promoters.
5. It is assumed that the concentration of CYC in the system is constant (1.00 nM is
assumed) so that there is always enough CYC bound to CLK to form dimers.

B

Kinetic equations

The model described by a system of ODEs is outlined below. For clarity, these equations
are grouped into four categories. The names of mRNAs are written in lower case with a
subscript ‘m’ denoting mRNA. The names of proteins and complexes are written in upper
case. Abbreviations used for variable names are: PDP for PDP1, CC for CLK/CYC dimer,
PT for PER/TIM dimer and CCPT for CLK/CYC/PER/TIM complex. The biochemical
meaning of the parameters is explained in Table1.

B.1

Probabilities of TFs binding to a binding site (an E-box or a
V/P box) in promoters:

The binding probabilities defined in the model are CLK/CYC binding to an E-box element in
per promoter (Prcper ), in tim promoter (Prct ), in vri promoter (Prcv ), and to pdp1 promoter
(Prcpdp ); VRI binding to the V/P box in clk promoter (Prvc ), and PDP1 binding to that in
clk promoter (Prpc ).
d(Prcper )/dt = (1 − Prcper ) × bccperp × CC − Prcper × ubccperp

(B.1)

d(Prct )/dt = (1 − Prct ) × bcctimp × CC − Prct × ubcctimp

(B.2)

d(Prcpdp )/dt = (1 − Prcpdp ) × bccpdpp × CC − Prcpdp × ubccpdpp

(B.3)
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d(Prcv )/dt = (1 − Prcv ) × bccvrip × CC − Prcv × ubccvrip

(B.4)

d(Prpc )/dt = (1 − Prvc − Prpc ) × bpdpclkp × P DP − Prpc × ubpdpclkp

(B.5)

d(Prvc )/dt = (1 − Prvc − Prpc ) × bvriclkp × V RI − Prvc × ubvriclkp

(B.6)

Time evolution of mRNAs of per, tim, clk, vri and pdp1 :

d(clkm )/dt = (Prvc × tcvriclkp + Prpc × tcpdpclkp + (1 − Prvc − Prpc ) × tcclkp )
×clkp − dclkm × clkm

(B.7)

d(perm )/dt = ((1 − (1 − Prcper )npt ) × tcccperp + (1 − Prcper )npt × tcdvpmt)
×perp − dperm × perm

(B.8)

d(timm )/dt = ((1 − (1 − Prct )npt ) × tccctimp + (1 − Prct )npt × tcdvpmt)
×timp − dtimm × timm

(B.9)

d(vrim )/dt = ((1 − (1 − Prcv )nvri ) × tcccvrip + (1 − Prcv )nvri × tcdvpmt)
×vrip − dvrim × vrim

(B.10)

d(pdpm )/dt = ((1 − (1 − Prcp )npdp ) × tcccpdpp + (1 − Prcp )npdp × tcdvpmt)
×pdpp − dpdpm × pdpm

(B.11)

B.3

Time evolution of PER, TIM, CLK, VRI and PDP1 proteins:

d(P ER)/dt = tlper × perm − bpt × P ER × T IM + ubpt × P T − dper × P ER

(B.12)

d(T IM )/dt = tltim × timm − bpt × P ER × T IM + ubpt × P T − dtim × T IM

(B.13)

d(CLK)/dt = tlclk × clkm − bcc × CLK × CY C + ubcc × CC − dclk × CLK

(B.14)

d(V RI)/dt = tlvri × vrim − dvri × V RI

(B.15)

d(P DP )/dt = tlpdp × pdpm − dpdp × P DP

(B.16)
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PER/TIM, CLK/CYC and PER/TIM/CLK/CYC complexes:
d(P T )/dt = bpt × P ER × T IM − ubpt × P T − bccpt × P T × CC
+ubccpt × CCP T − dpt × P T

(B.17)

d(CC)/dt = bcc × CLK × CY C − ubcc × CC − bccpt × P T × CC
+ubccpt × CCP T − dcc × CC

(B.18)

d(CCP T )/dt = bccpt × P T × CC − ubccpt × CCP T − dccpt × CCP T

(B.19)

In summary, the circadian clock model is described by a system of 19 ODEs with 47
parameters.
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Parameter
bccpdpp
bccperp
bcctimp
bccvrip
bpdpclkp
bvriclkp
ubccpdpp
ubccperp
ubcctimp
ubccvrip
ubpdpclkp
ubvriclkp
bcc
bpt
bccpt
ubcc
ubpt
ubccpt
tcccpdpp
tcccperp
tccctimp
tcccvrip
tcpdpclkp
tcvriclkp
tcclkp
tcdvpmt
tlclk
tlpdp
tlper
tltim
tlvri
dclkm
dpdpm
dperm
dtimm
dvrim
dclk
dpdp
dper
dtim
dvri
dpt
dcc
dccpt
npt
nvri
npdp

Modelling circadian rhythms in Drosophila

Biochemical meaning
binding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in pdp1 promoter
binding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in per promoter
binding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in tim promoter
binding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in vri promoter
binding rate of PDP1 to the V/P box in clk promoter
binding rate of VRI to the V/P box in clk promoter
unbinding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in pdp1 promoter
unbinding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in per promoter
unbinding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in tim promoter
unbinding rate of CLK/CYC to an E-box in vri promoter
unbinding rate of PDP1 to the V/P box in clk promoter
unbinding rate of VRI to the V/P box in clk promoter
association rate of CLK/CYC dimer
association rate of PER/TIM dimer
association rate of CLK/CYC/PER/TIM complex
dissociation rate of CLK/CYC dimer
dissociation rate of PER/TIM dimer
dissociation rate of CLK/CYC/PER/TIM complex
transcription rate of CLK/CYC-activated pdp1 gene
transcription rate of CLK/CYC-activated per gene
transcription rate of CLK/CYC-activated tim gene
transcription rate of CLK/CYC-activated vri gene
transcription rate of PDP1-activated clk gene
transcription rate of VRI-repressed clk gene
transcription rate of clk gene binding neither PDP1 nor VRI
transcription rate of deactivated per, tim, vri or pdp1 gene
translation rate of clk mRNA
translation rate of pdp1 mRNA
translation rate of per mRNA
translation rate of tim mRNA
translation rate of vri mRNA
degradation rate of clk mRNA
degradation rate of pdp1 mRNA
degradation rate of per mRNA
degradation rate of tim mRNA
degradation rate of vri mRNA
degradation rate of CLK protein
degradation rate of PDP1 protein
degradation rate of PER protein
degradation rate of TIM protein
degradation rate of VRI protein
degradation rate of PER/TIM dimer
degradation rate of CLK/CYC dimer
degradation rate of CLK/CYC/PER/TIM complex
number of E-boxes in per or tim promoter
number of E-boxes in vri promoter
number of E-boxes in pdp1 promoter

Table 1: Biochemical meaning of the parameters
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Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Parameter
bccpdpp
bccperp
bcctimp
bccvrip
bpdpclkp
bvriclkp
ubccpdpp
ubccperp
ubcctimp
ubccvrip
ubpdpclkp
ubvriclkp
bcc
bpt
bccpt
ubcc
ubpt
ubccpt
tcccpdpp
tcccperp
tccctimp
tcccvrip
tcpdpclkp
tcvriclkp

Value
0.062
0.069
0.069
0.1
1.155
1.858
0.145
0.262
0.262
0.276
0.952
1.043
2.349
1.1
51
0.89
2.93
7.89
9.831
11
11
16.86
125.54
0.028

Index
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Parameter
tcclkp
tcdvpmt
tlclk
tlpdp
tlper
tltim
tlvri
dclkm
dpdpm
dperm
dtimm
dvrim
dclk
dpdp
dper
dtim
dvri
dpt
dcc
dccpt
npt
nvri
npdp

Value
1.42
0.053
35
1.87
36
36
14.68
0.643
0.06
0.053
0.053
0.07
0.2
0.156
0.62
0.62
1.226
0.279
0.184
15.122
5
4
6

Table 2: Parameters of the model: The units of binding rates and association rates are
nM-1.3h-1.3 and the units of the other parameters are h−1
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Species
CC
CCPT
CLK
clkm
PDP
pdpm
PER
perm
PT
TIM
timm
VRI
vrim
CYC*

Modelling circadian rhythms in Drosophila

Concentration (nM)
0.5566
0.4982
3.6628
0.2583
4.1953
0.3175
2.7527
0.2395
0.4014
2.7527
0.2395
3.175
0.2571
1.00

Species
clkp*
pdpp*
perp*
timp*
vrip*

Concentration (nM)
0.003185
0.003185
0.003185
0.003185
0.003185

Probability
prcpdp
prcper
prct
prcv
prpc
prvc

Value
0.08
0.0431
0.043
0.0585
0.426
0.489

Table 3: Initial conditions. Abbreviations: CC – CLK/CYC, PT – PER/TIM, CCPT –
CLK/CYC/PER/TIM. Constant values in the system are denoted by *
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